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NONMULTIPLICATIVE MEASURES 
IN LOCALLY COMPACT PRODUCTS 
MILOSLAV DUCHON 
1. We are concerned in this paper with set functions in the product of two locally 
compact spaces which are a generalization of the product of two regular Borel 
measures treated in [4, p. 113], [2, p. 139] and [1, p. 203, Ex. 13]. Some integration 
in the product of two locally compact spaces with respect to such set functions is 
also developed. 
For the rest of the paper, 5 and T denote the locally compact (Hausdorff) spaces. 
The Borel sets of 5, 7\ and SxT are the a-ring 33(5), 3S(T) and 53(5 x T) 
generated by the compact subsets of 5, T, and SxT, respectively. Let us denote 
53(5) o®(T) = {ExF:Ee 58(5)> Fe 9S(T)}. 
Further, 3S(S) 6 9B(T) will denote the ring generated by 58(5) o 3B(T). It is well 
known [3, Theorem 33 E] that the ring 3&(S) 6 SS(T) consists of all sets of the form 
where EtxFi, / = 1 , ..., k, is a finite family of the mutually disjoint sets from 
53(5) o 53(7). The product a-ring of 58(5) and 3$(T), denoted 58(5) x 58(7), is 
the a-ring generated by 58(5) o 58(7} or equivalently by 58(5)6 58(7}. Since 
53(5) x 58(7") is in fact generated by rectangles with compact sides [1, 35.2], we 
have 
53(5) x 58( T) c 58(5 x T ) , 
the inclusion being, in general, proper. For the definitions of Baire, Borel measure 
and regular Borel measure, the reader is referred to [1, Chapter 8]. Let \i and v be 
any regular Borel measures on 5 and ^respectively. The product [3,35.B], fiXv9 
of n and v may fail to be a Borel measure, because its domain is too small. 
However, by Johnson [4, Theorem 2.1] the following was proved (cf. also [2, 
p. 139]). 
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Theorem A. If JLI and v are regular Borel measures on the locally compact spaces 
S and F, respectively, then there exists one and only one regular Borel measure g 
on SxT which extends the product uxv of ^ and v. 
By Berberian [2, p. 139] a slightly more general result than that contained in 
Theorem A was proved. 
Theorem B. Let S and T be locally compact spaces, and suppose that r is 
a measure on the o-ring 2B(S)xSft(T) such that (i) for each compact set C in 5, the 
correspondence 
F->T(CXF) (Fe®(T)) 
is a regular Borel measure on T, and (ii) for each compact set D in T the 
correspondence 
E-*T(EXD) (Ee®(S)) 
is a regular Borel measure on S. Then T may be extended to one and only one 
regular Borel measure g on SxT 
The measure g in Theorem A extending fi x v is multiplicative in the sense that 
g(ExF) = u(E)v(F) 
for all Borel sets E and F in 5 and T, respectively. 
2. If we apply Theorem B we can derive some interesting results concerning 
nonmultiplicative set functions defined on 28(S) o Sft(T). 
We shall prove the following theorem (cf. also [5] for a different approach). 
Theorem 1. Let k be a non negative extended real valued set function on 
@(S)o SS(T) such that 
(i) k(CxD)<oo for all compact sets CeS8(S) and Deffi(T) and for each 
rectangle ExFin 53(5) o @(T) we have 
k(ExF) = sup {k(CxD): C, D compact, CczE,DczF}, 
(ii) for each EinSS(S) the correspondence F—> k(ExF) is additive onSS(T), 
(iii) for each Fin SS( T) the correspondence E^>k(ExF) is additive on 38(S). 
Then k is o-additive on ffl(S) o £%( T) and may be extended to one and only one 
regular Borel measure g on SxT. 
Proof. Denote by k the unique additive extension of k to the ring 
0l = $ft(S) 6 ffi(T). Take an arbitrary e>0 and an arbitrary decreasing sequence 





with 0<e<X(G„)<oo, n = l,2, ... 
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From the assumption (i) it follows that for every n there exist compact sets 
C^czE" and D'czFj, / = 1 , ..., £„, such that 





1 = 1 
Denote' 
Xn = f]Y. 
i' = l 
Then m ̂ k n implies X„ c Xm and we have 
X(G„-Xn) = X(0(G„-Yi))^2X(Gl-Yi)<e. 
\ i = - l / i = l 
It follows that A(X„)>0, /i = l, 2, ..., that is, the sets Xn are non empty and 
X„ + 1 cX. Since Xn are compact, we have 
Л = I л-« 1 
We have thus proved that if Gn e ^ , G n |0, A(G„)< oo, n = 1, 2, ..., then A(Gn)|0. 
Take G, Gn e 33(5) o 33(T), /* = 1, 2,..., with G„ mutually disjoint and G = Q G„. 
n - l 
If A(G)<oo, then 
limA ( 0 G„) = 0 
and hence 
A(G)=XA(G n ) . 
«-»i 
Let now k(E x F) = oo, E x F = Q F, x F, with £; x F in 38(5) o 3B(T), i = 1, 2, 
/--
... and mutually disjoint. If A(.EixF) = o° for some /, we are ready. Let 
A(F, x F) < °°, / = 1,2,... For any positive number K there are compact sets CczE 




Q<K<MCxD) = HCxDnExF) = 
= A(CxDnQ E,x F) = 2 HCx DnE.x F,)^ 
^A(ExF), 
/ = l 
and since K is arbitrary, we have 
A(ExF) = 2 ^(E.xF,). 
i= I 
The cr-additive extension A of A to the ring 2ft(S) 6 SB(T) is a cr-finite measure 
and so has the unique extension r to the cr-ring generated by 88(S) 6 2ft( 7), that is, 
to ®(S)xSft(T). The measure r is defined on the cr-ring 55(5) x 33(F) and it 
follows from (i) that for each compact set C in 5, the correspondence F—> T(E X F) 
(Fe SB(T)) is an inner regular and hence a regular [1, p . 197] Borel measure on F, 
and for each compact set D in F, the correspondence E^>T(EX D) is an inner 
regular and hence a regular Borel measure on 5. According to Theorem B the 
measure r (and also A) may be extended to one and only one regular Borel 
measure g on 5 x T. 
From Theorem 1 we obtain Theorem A. 
Let %,(5) and SS()(T) denote the cr-ring of Baire sets in 5 and F, respectively. 
The following holds. 
Theorem 2. .Let p be a non negative extended real valued set function on 
®o(S) o 3ft0(T) such that 
(i) \x(C x D) < oo for all compact sets G»Ce 38<>(S) andD e SS()( T) and we have 
li(ExF) = sup {ii(CxD): C, D compact G*, CCLE, DaF}, 
(ii) for each E e %,(5), the correspondence F-*n(E x F) is additive on %>( T), 
(iii) for each Fe SS(}( T) the correspondence E-+ fi(ExF) is additive on %>(5). 
Then \i is o-additive on %>(5) o 2R(T) and on 5^,(5 x T) there exists one and 
only one Baire measure v which extends \i. 
The proof is similar as in the Borel case, simpler however, because for Baire sets 
we have 5^,(5) x 38<}(T) = 39<>(5 x T). 
3. We shall give some connections of the preceding results with integration in 
product spaces. 
Let A, r and Q have the same meaning as in Theorem 1. If q? and xp are Borel 
functions on 5 and T9 respectively, then the function q?®ip:(s, t)-*q?(s)rp(t) is 
38(5) x 38(7>measurable and if <p(x)V is, moreover, p-integrable, then it is also 
r-integrable [1, p. 218] and we have 
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5(p(s)ip(t)dg(s, t) = f(p(s)y>(t)dT(sj). 
For example, we may take bounded Borel functions (p and xp with compact 
support. 
Let now cp be a non negative bounded Borel function with compact support 
defined on S. There exists a compact set CczS such that (p = 0 on S—C, and 
a sequence of simple Borel functions cpn such that 
0 -§ (pn T (p, supp (pn cz supp (p cz C, 
Ŵ = 2
a ^ l ' -41 c C , / = 1, ..., kn\ AZ = 1 ,2 , ... 
/ = i 
We suppose that the sets A" are mutually disjoint and hence a">0. Since Cis 
a compact set, the correspondence F-*X(CxF) is a regular Borel measure on T 
and since A" cz C, the correspondences 
F->A(A1xF), / = 1 , ..., £„; /i = l ,2 , ... 
are regular Borel measures on T. It follows that the correspondences 
kn 
F^vn(F) = ia:HA
,;xF), « = 1,2,... 
» = 1 
are regular Borel measures on T. 
Observe that for every relatively compact set DczT the map E—>A(Ex D), 
E e 39(S), is a regular Borel measure on 5. For each compact set D c l w e have 
f 
vn(D) = ̂ Ja"MA"ixD)^\ q>(s)k(dsxD)<«>, 
i = l Js 
/f = 1,2, ... 
We can see that v„ form an increasing sequence of regular Borel measures on T 
such that for every compact set DczT the sequence vn(D) is bounded. It follows [1, 
p. 203, Ex. 11] that its limit v = lim vn is a regular Borel measure on T. Of course, 
if D is compact, then we have 
/(D)= í <p(s)k(ds*D). 
This equality can be extended for all Borel sets H in T which are relatively 
compact, 
ҚH)= í <p(í)Я(díXЯ). 
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However, we may write 
v(F) = J cp(s)k (dsxF) 
for any Fe 3S(T) and for every non negative bounded Borel function cp with 
compact support, since if <p is A(- x F)-integrable, we may use the monotone 
convergence theorem, if not (in which case we put v(F) = <*>), we may use its 
corollary [1, p. 94 and 95, Ex. 6]. 
Thus the function 
F-»v(F)= í qp(s)k(dsxF) 
is a regular Borel measure on T for any non negative bounded Borel function cp 
with compact support. Therefore every bounded Borel function \p on T with 
compact support is integrable with respect to v. 
Similarly we could take a non-negative bounded Borel function \p with compact 
support and obtain a regular Borel measure / i o n S , 
E->fi(E)= [ ip(t)k(Exdt), Ee®(S). 
Hence every bounded Borel function (p on 5 with compact support is integrable 
with respect to \i. 
From the preceding arguments we may derive the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. (i) Let A be as in Theorem 1. Let cp be a bounded non negative real 
valued Borel function on S with compact support. Then the set function 
F-+v(F) = [ (p(s)k(dsxF), Fe@(T), 
is a regular Borel measure on T. 
(ii) Let ip be a bounded real valued Borel function on T with compact support. 
Then xp is v-integrable. 
Now we may define an "iterated" integral with respect to A as follows (for q> and 
xp as in Theorem 3) 
I J <P®V A(dsd t)= J rpdv. 
Similarly we may define an "iterated" integral 
I J V®ip k(dtds)= I <pd/i. 
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Let cp = cA and ^p = cB be the characteristic functions of bounded Borel sets A 
and I?, respectively, in 5 and T. Then we have 
J cA(x)cBdT=T(A xB) = 
= [ cB(t)T(A xdt) = J J cA(5)ce(/)r(dsd/). 
If 
cp = Yja<cAi, V = Xbrcs.' * t=0, 6,-^0, 
I = I / = i 
are the simple Borel functions with compact support, we have 
J cp®qdT=\ yZ^cA yZbicB}jdT = 
= H (i^to) (£ W')) r(d*d') = 
= | J[v(-y)V(0r(d5d/). 
If q? and V are bounded non negative Borel functions with compact support on 5 
and T, respectively, then they are uniform limits of a sequence of Borel simple 
functions with compact support, 
We have 
qp = lim q>„, ^p = lim tym. 
-.—»<» m—*°° 
I <p®^dr = lim lim <p„®Vmdr = 
I n—»o° m—*<*> J 
= limlim í i <pn(s)VUtMdydt) = 
n-*°° m^°° JTJS 
km kn 
= lim lim y\bm Ya"T(A",xBm) = 
"—~ m — - / - i . - i 
*„ f *~ 
= lim 2 * 7 <P(í)r(dí xBm) = Hm 2>7v(#7 ) = 
"•— / - i J m~°°° » - i 
= f V(')dv(/)= f f g?(j)V(ť)r(djd/). 
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Similarly we could show that the equality 
\q?(g)^pdT= J J <p(s^(t)T(dtds) 
holds. We have thus proved the following. 
Theorem 4, Let A, <p and ^p be as in Theorem 3. Then both iterated integrals are 
equal, that is we have 
[ f <p(s^(t)k(dtds)= j | <p(s^(t)k(dsdt). 
From the preceding we can see that the following theorem is also true. 
Theorem 5. Let g be a regular Borel measure on SxT Let (P and ^p be bounded 
non negative Borel functions with compact support defined on S and T, respec­
tively. Then we have 
I <p®^pdg= J ( <p®^pg(dsdt)= \ \ <p®^pg(dtds). 
JsxT JT JS JS JT 
Remark 1. It is easy to see that Theorem 5 remains true if the measure g is 
replaced with the measure r obtained from A as in Theorem 1. 
Remark2. In this paper we started with a set function A satisfying conditions of 
Theorem 1. We have extended the A to the measure r. This made it possible to 
prove the equality of both iterated integrals with respect to A. It can be expected 
that another approach could start with iterated integrals with respect to A without 
extending A to a measure on 96(S)x$(T) or on 33(Sx T) as indicated above. 
R e m a r k 3 . In theorems 3 through 5 functions <p and xp are supposed to be non 
negative. It can be shown that we may take also real valued not necessarily non 
negative functions <p and V such that, for example, v2(F) = = I <p~(s) A(ds x F) is 
finite for all Fe3S(T) and ih(E)= = J>~(t) ACExdt) is finite for all Ee®(S). 
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Пycть S и T — лoкaльнo кoмпaктныe (xaycдopфoвы) пpocтpaнcтвa. Пycть 9B(S), ҖT) 
и Ш(SxT) — a-кoльцa бopeлeвcкиx мнoжecтв cooтвeтcвeнrio в S, T, SxT (т.e. a-кoльцa 
пopoждeнныe кoмпaктными мнoжecтвaми) и 
ҖS) o ҖT) = {Ex F.EeҖSl FeҖT)}. 
B cтaтьи дoкaзывaeтcя, кpoмe дpyгиx, cлeдyющaя тeopeмa. 
Пycть A — нeoтpицaтeльнaя кoнeчнaя или бecкoнeчнaя дeйcтвитeльнaя фyнкция мнoжecтвa 
нa ҖS) o ҖT) и тaкaя, чтo 
(1) A(CxD)<oo для вcex кoмпaктныx мнoжecтв CcS и DcT и кpoмe тoгo для вcякoгo 
бopeлeвcкoгo пpямoyгoльникa ExF имeeт мecтo paвeнcтвo 
A(F x F) = sup {A(Cx D):CУD кoмпaктныe, CczЯ, DczF), 
(2) для вcякoгo бopeлeвcкoro E cooтвeтcтвиe F—>A(fľxF) aддитивнo нa ҖT), 
(3) для вcякoгo бopeлeвcкoгo F cooтвeтcтвиe E—*Å(Ex F) aддитивнo нa ҖS). 
Тoгдa A a-aддитивнo нa ^(S ) o ҖT) и oднoзнaчнo пpoдoлжимo дo peryляpнoй бopeлeвcкoй 
мepы Q нa S x T. 
Дaлee oпpeдeлeны пoвтopныe интeгpaлы пo A для пpoдyктa oгpaничeнныx нeoтpицaтeльныx 
бopeлeвcкиx фyнкций q> нa S и нa T c кoмпaктным нocитeлeм и пoкaзaнo, чтo имeeт мecтo 
paвeнcтвo oбeиx пoвтopныx ИHТЄфaПOB. 
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